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S=1-3):Passage: 
Study the following questions and answering the questions referring to the word sequence given below:  

  
1.If words are arranged according to the alphabetical series from left to right, then which word is third from the 
left end?  
A. TIME  
B. HOLE  
C. BOWL  
D. LION  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
2.If each letter in each of the word is arranged according to the alphabetical series, then which is the third letter 
of the word, which is fourth from the left end?  
A. H  
B. N  
C. M  
D. O  
E. I  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
3.If each vowel is changed to previous letter according the alphabetical series and each consonant is changed to 
next letter according the alphabetical series of each word, then How many words contain vowel?  
A. Two  
B. None  
C. One  
D. Three  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

S=4-8):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully to answer the questions given below.  
Eight friends i.e. A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H have seated around a circular table. Four of them faces towards Centre 
and rest faces opposite to centre. They like different chocolates i.e. Perk, Munch, Dairy milk, Snickers, Fruit n nut, 
Kitkat, Silk and 5-star. A sit opposite to D, who likes Kitkat. G does not like Perk. E sits 3rd right of D, who faces 
outside. There is one person sits between D and F, who is not an immediate neighbor of E. The one, who likes 5-
star sits 3rd right of F. B is an immediate neighbor of D and sits 2nd right of E. The one, who sits opposite of E is H, 
who likes Snickers. H faces towards centre. C, who likes Fruit n nut is neighbor of A. The one, who likes Perk sits 
opposite of the one, who likes Dairy milk. G faces the direction, opposite of F‟s direction. The immediate neighbors 
of A, faces towards centre. E likes Munch.  
4.Who among the following likes 5-star?  
A. B  
B. C  
C. E  
D. A  
E. H  
Answer: A 



Solution: 

  
5.Who among the following sits 3rd left of C?  
A. A  
B. C  
C. E  
D. D  
E. H  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
6.Who among the following likes Silk?  
A. B  
B. C  
C. E  
D. A  
E. H  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
7.Who among the following sits opposite to the one who likes Fruit n nut?  
A. E  



B. C  
C. B  
D. A  
E. H  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
8.Who among the following sits immediate right of E?  
A. G  
B. C  
C. E  
D. A  
E. H  
Answer: A 
Solution: 

  
9.In a family of three generation there are six members and two married couples. B is the granddaughter of C, who 
has only one child. F is the daughter-in-law of A. E is the son of D. A is the grandmother of E. Then how F is related 
to E? 
A. Grandmother 
B. Daughter-in-law 
C. Father 
D. Mother 
E. None of these 
Answer: D 
Solution: 

 



S=10-14):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully to answer the questions given below.  
Seven persons F, G, H, J, O, P, Q goes on different places viz. Church, Mall, Office, Parlor, Park, Shop, Temple on 
different days starting from Monday to Sunday. G goes to Church. More than three persons go to different places 
before G. Only one person goes between G and F. F does not go on Sunday. Only three persons go between O and 
Q. O goes before F. The one, who goes to Shop, goes immediately before the one, who goes to Parlor. P goes to 
Temple and J goes to Park and both of them goes after Wednesday. H does not go to Shop and Q does not go to 
Mall. The one, who goes to temple goes before the one who goes to Office.  
10.Who among the following goes on Thursday?  
A. J  
B. P  
C. G  
D. F  
E. None of these  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
11.H goes to which place?  
A. Office  
B. Parlor  
C. Mall  
D. Park  
E. None of these  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
12.The one, who goes to Office, goes on which of the following day?  
A. Monday  
B. Wednesday  
C. Tuesday  
D. Friday  
E. None of these  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
13.Which of the following combination is true regarding Q?  
A. Monday-Parlor  
B. Wednesday-park  
C. Tuesday- Malll  



D. Friday-Church  
E. Saturday-Office  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
14.Four of the following are alike in a certain way so form a group, which among the following does not belong to 
that group?  
A. Sunday-J-Park  
B. Wednesday-F-Temple  
C. Tuesday- O-Parlor  
D. Friday-G- Office  
E. Thursday-P-Church  
Answer: A 
Solution: 

  

S=15-19):Passage: 
Each question consists of some statements followed by some conclusions. Consider the statements to be true 
even if they are in variance with the commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which 
of the given conclusion logically follows from the given statements.  
15.Statements:  
Some tiffin are lunch.  
Some lunch are spoon.  
No spoon is a fork.  
Conclusions:  
I. No tiffin is fork.  
II. No lunch is fork.  
III. Some lunch are not fork.  
IV. Some tiffin are spoon.  
A. Only I and II follow  
B. either I or II follows  
C. Only III follows  
D. None follows  
E. None of these  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
16.Statements:  
All Cake are Pastries.  
All Cake are Patties.  
Some Samosa are not Pastries.  
Conclusions:  
I. Some Patties are Samosa.  



II. Some Pastries are Patties.  
III. All Pastries are Patties.  
IV. Some Cake are not Samosa.  
A. Only I follows  
B. Only II follows  
C. Only IV follows  
D. Only II and III follows  
E. None of the above  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
17.Statements:  
Some Pollutions are Illiteracy.  
Some Illiteracy are Corruption.  
All Poverty are Corruption.  
Conclusions:  
I. Some Pollutions are not Poverty.  
II. No Illiteracy are Poverty.  
III. Some Corruption are Pollutions.  
IV. All Poverty are Illiteracy.  
A. Either I or II follows  
B. Only I follow  
C. Only III follows  
D. None follows  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
18.Statements:  
All Empty are null.  
Some null are void.  
All void are vacant.  
Conclusions:  
I. Some Empty are vacant  
II. Some vacant are null.  
III. Some Empty are void.  
IV. All vacant are void.  
A. Only I follow  
B. Only II follows  
C. Only II and IV follow  
D. Only I and IV follow  
E. None of these  
Answer: B 



Solution: 

  
19.Statements:  
Some Above are Below.  
Some Below are Under.  
All Under are Behind.  
Conclusions:  
I. Some Behind are Under.  
II. Some Behind are Below  
III. Some Under are Above.  
IV. Some Above are Under.  
A. All follow  
B. Only I and II follow  
C. Only II and IV follow  
D. Only I and IV follow  
E. None of these  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  

S=20-24):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully to answer these questions carefully.  
There are seven persons A, B, C, D, E, F, G lives on different floor viz. 8th, 5th, 10th, 11th, 2nd, 9th and 1st, but 
not necessarily in the same order. Each person likes different fruits i.e. Litchi, Mango, Orange, Papaya, Apple, 
Guava and Banana but not necessarily in the same order.  
D lives on 10th floor and B does not like Guava and Orange. C like Papaya and he lives on 5th floor. The person who 
lives on 11th floor, likes Apple. A, who likes Litchi does not live on 8th floor. F, who likes Mango, lives on 1st floor. 
G likes Banana and lives on 2nd floor.  
20.Which of the following person lives on 8th floor?  
A. A  
B. D  
C. E  
D. D or E  
E. None of these  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
21.Who among the following person likes Guava?  
A. D  
B. E  
C. F  
D. D or F  



E. D or E  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
22.The one, who likes Litchi, lives on which of the following floor?  
A. 2nd  
B. 11th  
C. 8th  
D. 9th  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
23.Which of the following combination of „person-floor- fruits‟ is correct?  
A. D- 10th-Orange  
B. D-10th-Litchi  
C. B-11th-Apple  
D. E-8th-Orange  
E. None of these  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
24.Who among the following likes Apple?  
A. B  
B. D  
C. E  
D. Data inadequate  
E. None of these  
Answer: A 



Solution: 

  
25.In a row of students, Shailesh is fifteenth from the left end and his brother Sani is eighteenth from the right 
end. If both of them interchange their places, Shailesh becomes twenty ninth from the left end. How many 
students are there in the row?  
A. 47  
B. 48  
C. 46  
D. None of these  
E. Can‟t be determined  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

S=26-30):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully to answer these questions carefully.  
Eight-person P, Q, R, S, W, X, Y and Z are sitting in a straight line. Some persons are facing south and some persons 
are facing north.  
Persons sit at the extreme ends faces opposite direction to each other. S sits second to the left of W, who sits 
second to the right of Z. S sits third to the right of Y, who sits at one of the extreme ends. Y faces north direction. 
Q sits immediate right of X. W is not immediate neighbor of Y. Q sits fourth to the right of R. Immediate neighbor 
of S faces opposite directions. X sits second to the right of S, who sits immediate right of Q.  
26.Who sits immediate right of Z?  
A. P  
B. Q  
C. S  
D. R  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
27.How many persons face north direction?  
A. Five  
B. Four  
C. One  
D. Three  
E. None of these  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
28.Who sits fourth to the left of W?  
A. P  
B. Z  
C. R  
D. X  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  



29.Four of the following are alike in a certain way, then which of the following does not follow the same pattern?  
A. Q  
B. X  
C. W  
D. Y  
E. R  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
30.Who among the following persons are immediate neighbor of W?  
A. P, R  
B. R, Z  
C. Z, Q  
D. S, P  
E. None of these  
Answer: A 
Solution: 

  

S=31-33):Passage: 
Study the following information carefully to answer the given questions.  
In the code language- „economic budget support citizens‟ is written as „git fat fit gat‟  
„support relief economic deduction tax‟ is written as „kat kit mit git fit‟.  
„economic budget poverty citizens‟ is written as „gat fat zat git‟  
and „scheme tax relief‟ is written as „mat mit kit‟.  
31.What will be the code of „support‟?  
A. mat  
B. git  
C. zat  
D. fit  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
32.What will be the code of „tax‟?  
A. mit  
B. git  
C. kit  
D. either mit or kit  
E. zat  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  



33.Which of the following is the code of „deduction‟?  
A. mat  
B. git  
C. kat  
D. fit  
E. None of these  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  

S=34-35):Passage: 
In each of the question, relationships between some elements are shown in the statements(s). These 
statements are followed by conclusions numbered I and II. Read the statements and given answer.  

34.   
A. If only conclusion I follows.  
B. If only conclusion II follows.  
C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  
D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  
E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  
Answer: A 
Solution: 

  

35.   
A. If only conclusion I follows.  
B. If only conclusion II follows.  
C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  
D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  
E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  

#SUBJECT#QUANTITATIVE  

36.A leak in the bottom of a tank can empty the full tank in 20 hrs. If both inlet pipe and leak is opened then the 
tank filled in 60 hrs. Find the capacity of tank if inlet pipe can fill at the rate of 4 l per minute.  
A. 1800 l  
B. 2400 l  
C. 2700 l  
D. 3600 l  
E. 4500 l  
Answer: D 



Solution: 

  
37.Average age of a class of 15 student is 18 years. After admission of 5 new student average age of class decreases 
by 0.25. Find the average age of the 5 new students.  
A. 16.5  
B. 17  
C. 17.25  
D. 17.5  
E. 17.75  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
38.A train covers certain distance between two places at a uniform speed. If the train moved 10 kmph faster, it 
would take 2 hours less, and if the train were slower by 10 kmph, it would take 3 hours more than the scheduled 
time. Find the distance covered by the train.  
A. 300 km  
B. 600 km  
C. 800 km  
D. 1200 km  
E. None of these  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
39.Two letters are chosen out of the alphabets of the English language. Find the probability that both the letters 
are vowels.  
A. 2/65  
B. 3/65  
C. 1/65  
D. 3/5  
E. 7/65  
Answer: A 



Solution: 

  
40.How many five-letters containing 2 vowels and 3 consonants can be formed using the letters of the word 
EQUALITY so that 2 vowels occur together? 
A. 1260 
B. 1000 
C. 1150 
D. 1152 
E. None of these 
Answer: D 
Solution: 

 
S=41-45):Passage: 
What will come in the place of the question mark (?) in the following number series?  
41.983, 1080, 886, 1177, 789, ?  
A. 1280  
B. 1278  
C. 1276  
D. 1274  
E. 1272  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
42.0, 6, 24, 60, ? , 210  
A. 80  
B. 90  
C. 120  
D. 150  
E. 180  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
43.16, 16, 8, 24, 6, ?  
A. 30  
B. 24  
C. 18  
D. 27  
E. 36  
Answer: A 



Solution: 

  
44.786, 1810, 2066, 2130, 2146, ?  
A. 2152  
B. 2150  
C. 2156  
D. 2160  
E. 2164  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
45.9, 5, 6, 14, ?, 488  
A. 30  
B. 45  
C. 52  
D. 56  
E. 60  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  

46.A can complete a work alone in 18 days. B is 25% less efficient than A who is  more efficient than C. In 
how many days B and C complete the whole work together.  

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   
Answer: A 



Solution: 

  
47.Sanjay invested Rs. 28000 partially in scheme A which offers 15% p.a. at S.I. and remaining in scheme B which 
offer 18% p.a. at S.I. If after one year he earns Rs. 4680 as total interest. Find the amount invested by him in 
scheme B?  
A. 12,000  
B. 13,000  
C. 14,000  
D. 15,000  
E. 16,000  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
48.3/25 students who registered in an exam did not appeared 5/9 student who appeared in the exam failed in the 
exam. If 1800 is total number of students who registered then, find the number of students who passed the exam?  
A. 120  
B. 96  
C. 704  
D. 880  
E. 780  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  
49.Neeraj save 40% out of his total salary of Rs. 8000 and remaining spends on expenses. If his expenses increased 
by 25% then how much percentage increase in his salary should be done to keep the saving amount same as before.  
A. 12.5%  
B. 15%  
C. 17.5%  
D. 20%  
E. 25%  



Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
50.A number is selected at random from the first 50 natural numbers. What is the probability that it is either a 
multiple of 7 or a multiple of 9?  
A. 3/25  
B. 6/25  
C. 9/50  
D. 1/5  
E. 11/50  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
51.A, B, C and D started a business with an amount of Rs. 12,000, Rs. 15,000, Rs. 18,000 and Rs. 21,000 
respectively. D, C and B left the business after 3 month, 6 months and 9 months respectively after starting of the 
business. After a year what will be the profit of „C‟ out of total profit of Rs. 800. 
A. Rs. 178 
B. Rs. 188 
C. Rs. 182 
D. Rs. 192 
E. Rs. 198 
Answer: D 
Solution: 

 
52.Sakshi sold two articles X and Y at Rs. 420 each. On article X she earns 50% profit and an article Y she suffers 
20% loss. Find total profit earn by Sakshi?  
A. Rs. 25  
B. Rs. 30  
C. Rs. 35  
D. Rs. 40  
E. Rs. 45  
Answer: C 



Solution: 

  
53.Curved surface area of a right circular cone is 1.76 m² and its base diameter is 140 cm. find the height of the 
cone?  
A. 10 cm  
B. 10 √2 cm  
C. 20√2 cm  
D. 10√15 cm  
E. 15√10 cm  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
54.A mixture of milk and water contains 60% milk and remaining water. How much water should be added (in 
percentage) in mixture to reverse the proportion of milk and water?  
A. 25%  
B. 37.5%  
C. 62.5%  
D. 75%  
E. 50%  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
55.The ratio of the ages of Ram and Rahim 10 years ago was 1 : 3. The ratio of their ages five years hence will be 2 
: 3. Then, the ratio of their present ages is :  
A. 1 : 2  
B. 3 : 5  
C. 3 : 4  
D. 2 : 5  
E. None of these  
Answer: B 



Solution: 

  

S=56-65):Passage: 
What should come in place of question mark (?) in the following questions?  
56.(36% of 5000) ÷ (15% of 1800 + 90) = ?  
A. 7  
B. 5  
C. 8  
D. 4  
E. 3  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  

57.   
A. 0.7  
B. 1.5  
C. 0.5  
D. 0.3  
E. 1.2  
Answer: C 
Solution: 

  

58.   
A. 18  
B. 24  
C. 26  
D. 16  
E. 22  
Answer: A 



Solution: 

  

59.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   
Answer: A 
Solution: 

  

60.   
A. 5.2  
B. 4.9  
C. 4.2  
D. 6.2  
E. 5.9  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  

61.   
A. 3  
B. 6  
C. 9  
D. 5  
E. 12  
Answer: A 
Solution: 

  

62.   
A. 28  
B. 24  
C. 26  
D. 32  
E. 36  
Answer: C 



Solution: 

  

63.  
A. 75 
B. 25 
C. 125 
D. 20 
E. 50 
Answer: E 
Solution: 
1/17×476+36÷12=? ×62/100 28+3=? ×62/100 ?=3100/62=50 

64.   
A. 0.02  
B. 0.5  
C. 1.5  
D. 0.01  
E. 1  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  

65.   
A. 125  
B. 180  
C. 170  
D. 175  
E. 195  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  

S=66-70):Passage: 
Pie-chart given below shows total income of Sandeep in six different months and percentage distribution in 
these months. Study the data carefully and answer the following questions.  

  
66.Income of Sandeep in the month of Jan and April together is what percent less than income of Sandeep in the 
month of Mar and Jun together?  
A. 20%  
B. 30%  
C. 40%  



D. 50%  
E. 70%  
Answer: B 
Solution: 

  
67.Income of Sandeep in May and Jun together is how much more than the income of Sandeep in Feb and March 
together?  
A. 1500  
B. 1800  
C. 1200  
D. 2400  
E. 2700  
Answer: D 
Solution: 

  
68.Which month shows the highest percent increment in income as compare to previous month?  
A. Feb  
B. March  
C. April  
D. May  
E. Both (B) and (C)  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
It can be seen easily from the pie-chart that February month shows the highest percent increase in income as 
compare to previous month which is equal to  

  
69.Income in the month of March and April together makes how much central angle of the total?  
A. 115.2°  
B. 158.4°  
C. 144°  
D. 100.8°  
E. 129.6°  
Answer: E 
Solution: 

  
70.Sandeep‟s average income in starting four month in the given six months is how much less than Sandeep‟s 
average income in last four months in the given six months?  
A. 300  
B. 600  
C. 900  
D. 1200  
E. 1500  
Answer: C 
Solution: 



  

#SUBJECT#ENGLISH  

S=71-80):Passage: 
Read the following passage to answer these questions given below it. Certain words phrases have been printed 
in bold to help you locate them while answering some of the questions:  
The suicide attacks by militant Palestinian groups killing large numbers of Israeli civilians and the harsh Israeli 
response, have raised the renewed hopes of peace in the region. It is Arafat‟s leadership and authority that are 
being severely tested in the latest phase of the west Asian crisis. By accusing the Palestinian Authority (PA) of 
supporting terrorism by groups, Israel hopes to put pressure on Arafat to act. Arafat, on the other hand, has never 
looked a less powerful force than he does today. If he acts against the militants and elements in his own Fatah 
movement sympathetic to them, he risks a Palestinian civil conflict. But if he chooses to do nothing, he faces 
erosion of his authority and all claim to a central role in the peace process. Whatever he does, sections of the 
Palestinians will hold that he has gone too far and Israel that he has not gone for enough. This is, of course, why 
Arafat has invariably shrunk from hard decision. He has refrained from curbing the militant groups, explaining his 
inaction as necessary to maintain Palestinian unity.  
The Palestinian leaderships inability to improve economic conditions for its people has been a decisive factor in the 
erosion of its ability to act. Palestinians in Gaza have targeted the PA as being responsible for their condition. The 
Militant organizations have capitalized on the PA‟s failure to establish a functioning administrative infrastructure by 
setting up a parallel welfare system with the help of the millions of dollars. Though the Palestinian security forces 
claim to have arrested more than 100 militants after the suicide bomb attacks in Israel, the other similar militant 
groups remain defiant, confident of their popular support and of the certainty that in the ultimate analysis the PA 
leadership will stop short of decisive action against them.  
That the militant groups enjoy popular support in Gaza is hardly surprising. The Gaza Strip today resembles a vast 
prison camp in which some 1.2 million Palestinians are crammed. Despite the Oslo Accord, 7000 Israeli settlers still 
remain in 20 percent of the Gaza‟s area and are protected by heavily armed Israeli forces. With its recent blockade 
of and extensive incursion into PA controlled territories, the Israeli government has placed the whole civil society 
in Palestine under siege. Over 450 NGOs, eight universities and numerous other educational, civic, social, and 
developmental and health institutions have had their work impeded and their vital services to the population 
blocked. An international conference on Israel‟s treatment of human rights in West Bank and Gaza, attended by 
signatories to the 1949 Geneva Conventions, that has opened in Switzerland overriding Israeli and American 
protests, is expected to censor Israel for its treatment of civilians in the Palestinian territories.  
Arafat‟s standing among Palestinians rests on the authority conferred on the PA by the international community to 
represent and speak for the Palestinians. Even the major militant group has so far never openly challenged Arafat‟s 
leadership. Israel‟s latest vicious attacks directed against the PA and Arafat present the international community 
with the danger that this precarious balance of power in the Palestinian community may be destroyed. 
Continuance of the Israeli attacks can only further radicalize and harden the attitudes of ordinary Palestinians. On 
the other hand, Israeli moves to freeze further expansion of Jewish settlements in the West Bank and Gaza and, as 
soon as security conditions permit it, ease the economic blockade of Palestinian towns, however remote such 
measures appear just now, alone can restore the authority of the PA and give it a chance to get a grip on 
Palestinian militancy.  
71.What dangers are being perceived by the international community due to Israel‟s vicious attack?  
A. Both the nations may get destroyed if War erupts.  
B. It may lead to the economic instability of the Palestinians.  
C. Militancy will be much difficult to curb.  
D. Palestinian leader faces the erosion of his authority.  
E. None of these.  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
Refer to the first few lines of the fourth paragraph of the passage, “Arafat‟s standing among Palestinians rests on 
the authority …………………….to represent and speak for the Palestinians. “  
72.Why the Palestinian leader is refraining from curbing the militant groups according to the author?  
A. He is fearful of the army action against him  
B. This according to him will fasten peace process  
C. He feels that this step will keep Palestinians united  



D. Due to the danger of civil strife it may engender  
E. None of these  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
Option (d) is the correct choice. Refer to the seventh line of the passage, “But if he chooses to do nothing, he faces 
erosion of his authority and all claim to a central role in the peace process.”  
73.What is ultimate analysis of other similar militant groups?  
A. The PA leadership will only act if a definite forceful action is taken on the PA  
B. The suicidal attacks will only aggravate the situation  
C. The PA leadership should be changed  
D. The action on the Palestinians was justified  
E. None of these  
Answer: E 
Solution: 
Option (e) is the correct choice as the militant groups are confident that PA leadership will fall short of the decisive 
action against them . Refer to the last few lines of the third paragraph of the passage.  
74.Which of the following can restore the degenerating authority of PA?  
(i) Arresting the expansion of Jewish settlements.  
(ii) Easing the economic blockade of Palestinian towns.  
(iii) Action against the militant groups.  
A. Both (i) and (ii)  
B. Only (i)  
C. Only (ii)  
D. Both (iii) and (ii)  
E. All are correct  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
Both (i) and (ii) are correct. Refer the last few lines of the passage, “Israeli moves……………………………………..to get a 
grip on Palestinian militancy”.  
Option (iii) is incorrect as action against their own Fateh movement can cause a civil conflict and they may further 
lose their authority.  
75.What may be the effect of continuous Israeli attacks?  
A. It may harness a negative attitude amongst the civil Palestinians.  
B. It may destroy militancy from its basic roots.  
C. It may revitalize the weakening leadership of PA.  
D. It may enhance militant actions.  
E. None of these.  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
Refer to the 5th line of the third paragraph of the passage, “Continuance of the Israeli attacks can only further 
radicalize and harden the attitudes of ordinary Palestinians. “  
76.How the Israeli government has placed the whole civil society in Palestine under siege.  
A. By launching vicious attacks in response to the suicide attacks.  
B. By putting the pressure on Arafat to act against the military groups.  
C. By impeding the work of various social organizations and various public institutions.  
D. By freezing the expansion of Jewish settlements  
E. None of these.  
Answer: C 
Solution: 
Refer to the 5th line of the 3rd paragraph of the passage, “Over 450 NGOs, eight universities and numerous other 
educational, civic, social, and developmental and health institutions have had their work impeded and their vital 
services to the population blocked.”  
77.Which of the following word is nearest in meaning to „curbing‟ as used in the passage?  
A. discretion  
B. curious  
C. innovate  
D. bridle  
E. hinder  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
Curbing means restrain or keep in check, which is nearest in meaning to „bridle‟ which means bring (something) 
under control; curb.  
78.Which of the following word is nearest in meaning to „overriding‟ as used in the passage?  
A. ignore  
B. plausible  
C. favourable  



D. rigorous  
E. interpret  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
Overriding means disregard or overrule, which is nearest in meaning to „ignore‟.  
79.Which of the following word is farthest in meaning to „impede‟ as used in the passage?  
A. fasten  
B. despise  
C. candor  
D. facilitate  
E. compact  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
„Impede‟ means delay or prevent. Hence it has opposite meaning as facilitate.  
80.Which of the following word is farthest in meaning to „precarious‟ as used in the passage?  
A. fear  
B. abundant  
C. conform  
D. disrupt  
E. irrefutable  
Answer: E 
Solution: 
Precarious means not securely held or in position; dangerously likely to fall or collapse.  
Irrefutable which means impossible to deny or disprove is the word which is most opposite in meaning.  

S=81-85):Passage: 
In each of the questions given below two sentences are given. Both the sentences have a blank which must be 
filled by the one of the options following the two sentences. The correct choice must fill both the blanks.  
81.(I) My genetic makeup is as ___________ as that of my homeland.  
(II) The Increased choices have _____________ the matters for the consumer.  
A. restrained  
B. complicated  
C. asserted  
D. liberated  
E. reserved  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
„complicated‟ is the correct fit for both the blanks. „Complicated‟ is used as an adjective in the first sentence, 
which means „complexity‟ whereas in sentence (II), it is used as a verb that means  
„confusing‟. „asserted‟ means a state a fact or belief confidently and forcefully. Other options are not making the 
sentences meaningful.  
82.(I) God, acting as a good king and a true father, has given us a will which cannot be ___________, compelled or 
thwarted.  
(II) __________ public expenditure is required in order to avoid any tax evasion.  
A. dispensed  
B. trained  
C. surged  
D. imposed  
E. restrained  
Answer: E 
Solution: 
„Restrained‟ is the best fit here. It can be used as an adjective and a verb. It is used as an adjective in the first 
sentence while as a verb in the second sentence. As an adjective, it means „controlled‟ or „guarded‟ whereas as a 
verb it means „prevent‟, „impede‟ or „obstruct‟.  
83.(I) Mr Charles Green was commissioned to ________ the astronomical observations, and Sir Joseph Banks and Dr 
Solander were appointed botanists to the expedition.  
(II) I am proud to say that I made it completely through school without receiving a censure for my 
________________!  
A. impact  
B. progress  
C. conduct  
D. insult  
E. offer  
Answer: C 
Solution: 
„conduct‟ is the correct word to be filled in the blank making the sentence meaningful. Here „conduct‟ is used both 
as a noun and as verb. As a noun, it means the manner in which a person behaves, especially in a particular place 



or situation, while as a verb, it means to lead or guide (someone) to or around a particular place. Hence option (c) 
is the correct choice. All other options are irrelevant here.  
84.(I) Be sure to ______ authorship of the posting to the posting party.  
(II) Not even intelligence can be a/an ________ of the divine Being.  
A. conflict  
B. attribute  
C. grant  
D. impel  
E. visit  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
„attribute‟ is the best suited option for the blank. Attribute means „regard something as being caused by‟ or 
„allocate‟, „assign‟, when used as a verb while as a noun, it means a quality or feature regarded as a characteristic 
or inherent part of someone or something. In sentence (I), attribute will be used as a verb while as a noun in 
sentence (II). Hence option (b) is the correct one.  
85.(I) The only reason she could think of was that the man didn't want anyone to ___________ him.  
(II) "If you're as smart as I _________, you've probably used your gift to figure out where I am," he said.  
A. suspect  
B. insist  
C. create  
D. defend  
E. refute  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
In sentence (I), „suspect‟ is used as „adjective‟ which means not to be relied on or trusted; possibly dangerous or 
false, „suspicious‟, „doubtful‟.  
In sentence (II), „suspect‟ is used as to have an idea or impression of the existence, presence, or truth of 
(something) without certain proof, „feel‟, „guess‟.  

S=86-90):Passage: 
In each of the questions given below three sentences are given which may or may not be grammatically or 
contextually correct. Find the sentences which are both grammatically correct and contextually correct and 
choose the options according to it. If all the given sentences are grammatically and contextually correct then 
choose option (E) as your choice.  
86.(I) Priyamvada was unhappy to hear the news of her son‟s failing in the final examination.  
(II) Tax evaders should be heavily fined as they are doing it intentionally.  
(III) The information supplied to us were not as useful as we first thought it would be.  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (II) is correct  
C. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
D. Both (II) and (III) are correct  
E. All are correct  
Answer: C 
Solution: 
Sentence (III) is incorrect as the subject of the sentence „information‟ is uncountable noun and is singular. Hence 
„was‟ will be used in place of „were‟.  
87.(I) He asked what the weather had been like during my holidays and I said that it had been awful.  
(II) Shruti has such a fine memory that she can recollect anything what happened many years ago.  
(III) The last of the Mughal emperors of India was imprisoned and was later sent into exile by the British.  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (II) is correct  
C. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
D. Both (II) and (III) are correct  
E. All are correct  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
Sentence (II) is incorrect. „that‟ is the correct use instead of „what‟ as „that‟ is used in the form of relative pronoun 
after „nothing, anything‟.  
Sentence (III) is incorrect. „on‟ will be used after „later‟ as „later‟ means „afterwards‟ whereas „later on‟ means „in 
the future, or after the time already mentioned‟.  
88.(I) He is not only sincere in his responsibilities but also very competent to handle the job.  
(II) One of my brothers told me about the sad demise of your uncle.  
(III) As a practice the last batch of the tins undergoes through checkup.  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (II) is correct  
C. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
D. Both (II) and (III) are correct  



E. All are correct  
Answer: E 
Solution: 
All the given sentences are grammatically correct.  
89.(I) The boy who you see there made the top score in the last match.  
(II) Only by working hard did he prosper as a business consultant since he arrived in America 20 years ago.  
(III) In a fit of temper, he tore up the sweet letter which his wife had written to him.  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (III) is correct  
C. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
D. Both (I) and (III) are correct  
E. All are correct  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
Sentence (I) is incorrect. „whom‟ will be used in place of „who‟ as „who‟ is a nominative case after which a verb is 
necessary while „whom‟ is an objective case.  
Sentence (II) is incorrect as „has he prospered‟ is the correct use. If „since‟ is used in the form of conjunction then 
main clause is used in the present perfect tense while clause having „since‟ is used in simple past tense.  
90.(I) The teacher drew the attention of the boys to the importance of regular practice.  
(II) The teacher said that Ajay was capable of doing more better work.  
(III) Did you see any of the child when you were in the garden?  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (III) is correct  
C. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
D. Both (I) and (III) are correct  
E. All are correct  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
Sentence (II) is incorrect as „more better‟ is a double comparative which is not used in the sentence. „much, very 
much, far‟ is used before comparative degree. Hence „much‟ or „very much‟ will be used in place of „more‟.  
Sentence (III) is wrong as „children‟ is the correct use in place of „child‟. If countable noun is used after „any of, 
some of, all of‟, then it should be plural.  

S=91-95):Passage: 
Which of the following phrases (I), (II), and (III) given below each sentence should replace the phrase printed in 
bold letters to make the sentence grammatically correct? Choose the best option among the five given 
alternatives that reflect the correct use of phrase in the context of the grammatically correct sentence. If the 
sentence is correct as it is, mark (e) i.e., "No correction required" as the answer.  
91.Accepting our emotions fully and release them in a controlled manner may be healthy in the long run.  
(I)releasing them in a controlled manner  
(II)to release it in a control manner  
(III)releasing them in a controlling manner  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (II) is correct  
C. Only (III) is correct  
D. Both (I) and (III) are correct  
E. No correction required  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
“ releasing them in a controlled manner ” is the correct phrase that should replace “ release them in a 
controlled manner” to make the sentence grammatically correct. It is to be noted that the subject “ Accepting 
our emotions …” is connecting with the other one with the help of the conjunction “ and ”; thus, as the rule 
implies, both the expression must be in the same form i.e. “ release ” should be replaced by “ releasing ”. 
Moreover, the word “ controlled ” signifies an adjective in this case. Hence among the given options, (a) is the 
correct choice.  
92.The present pattern of development and the rapid growth of the private sector had yielded higher profit to the 
investors, but not better health to individuals.  
(I)might yield high profit to the investors  
(II)may yield higher profit to the investors  
(III)can yield higher profit to the investors  
A. Only (II) is correct  
B. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
C. Both (II) and (III) are correct  
D. All are correct  
E. No correction required  
Answer: C 



Solution: 
Both the expressions “ may yield higher profit to the investors ” and “ can yield higher profit to the 
investors ” are the correct usage in the context of adding meaning to the sentence. It is to be noted that the 
subject “ The present pattern …” suggests that the sentence is referring towards some present events; thus, the 
use of the verb “ had yielded ” is incorrectly matched with the subject-verb agreement. The correct verb in this 
case should be “ may yield ” or “ can yield ” as the pattern and meaning of the sentence expresses the possibility 
of yielding higher profit to the investors. Hence option (c) is the correct choice.  
93.Why the nation could be bothered and burdened with this highly disappointing functional incapacity in the 
highest temple of justice?  
(I)What must be bothering the nation  
(II)Why should the nation be bothered  
(III)How could the nation bother  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (II) is correct  
C. Only (III) is correct  
D. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
E. No correction required  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
The expression “ Why the nation could be bothered ” is grammatically incorrect as it is to be noted that the 
sentence is in Interrogative form ; thus, it should follow the correct syntax to form a meaningful sentence. Among 
the given options, only the phrase “ Why should the nation be bothered ” gives a grammatically feasible meaning 
to the sentence. The other two expressions are incorrect owing to their unsuitability to the correct grammar syntax 
of the given sentence. Hence option (b) is the correct choice to make the sentence grammatically correct.  
94.The amending process of the Constitution will be keenly watched by the comity of nations as China graduates 
to replace America in the geopolitical hierarchy.  
(I)at the committee of nations  
(II)among the nations from different committees  
(III)on among the comity of nation  
A. Only (II) is correct  
B. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
C. Both (II) and (III) are correct  
D. All are correct  
E. No correction required  
Answer: E 
Solution: 
The given expression “ by the comity of nations ” is grammatically correct and does not require any replacement. 
The phrase “ comity of nations ” implies an association of nations for their mutual benefit , which can be 
related with the meaning of the sentence. Hence option (e) is the correct choice.  
95.Global capital travels to most developing states to exploit loose rules and often funds sweatshops encourage 
local misrule.  
(I)encouraging local misrule  
(II)which encourage local misrule  
(III)that encourages local misrule  
A. Only (I) is correct  
B. Only (II) is correct  
C. Both (I) and (II) are correct  
D. Both (II) and (III) are correct  
E. No correction required  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
The correct phrase should be “ which encourage local misrule ” to make the sentence grammatically viable. It is 
to be noted that the sentence requires a determiner or pronoun at the end to give a meaningful sense to it. Other 
options do not follow the correct grammar syntax. Hence option (b) is the correct choice.  

S=96-100):Passage: 
In the passage given below there are blanks which can be filled with four of the five options given below 
without altering the meaning of the statement. Choose the most inappropriate word in each case which does 
not fit into the provided blank as your answer.  
Coca-Cola India Pvt. Ltd is looking to (96) ___________ Thums Up—the country‟s most successful carbonated 
beverage—in neighbouring countries such as Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Bhutan and Nepal by the end of March, the 
company (97) ____________ in Kolkata on Friday. Launched in 1977 by Parle Agro Pvt. Ltd at a time when The 
Coca-Cola Co. was withdrawing from India, Thums Up quickly became India‟s biggest cola brand, (98) 
____________ competitors such as Campa Cola and Double Seven. In 1993, The Coca-Cola Co. returned to India 
and (99) ____________ rights to Thums Up, along with other Parle Agro brands such as Gold Spot and Mazaa, to 
take on Pepsi. Over the past quarter of a century,(100) ________ from Thums Up has been scaled up to around 



Rs6,000 crore and it is now poised to become a $1 billion brand, joining other Coca-Cola brands.  
96. ___________ 
A. launch  
B. release  
C. actualise  
D. impede  
E. introduce  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
Option (d) is the correct choice. The word required here is ‘launch’ or something similar in meaning to make the 
paragraph coherent whereas; ‘Impede’ as a verb here means to delay or prevent (someone or something) by 
obstructing them; hinder. Therefore, the correct answer that does not into fit the blank is option (d) i.e. impede.  
97. ___________ 
A. announced  
B. declared  
C. publicized  
D. divulged  
E. obliterated  
Answer: E 
Solution: 
Option (e) is the correct choice that doesn‟t fit into the blank. All the other options are making an articulate 
sentence. The sentence makes a complete sense with the word‘announced’ as the company is declaring about the 
launch of “Thums up”. Thus, all the words [except option (d)] similar in meaning with „announced‟ will satisfy the 
blank. ‘Divulged’is a verb which means to make known (private or sensitive information). ‘Obliterated’ is the 
past tense of the verb „obliterate‟ which means to destroy utterly; wipe out.  
98. ___________ 
A. trumping  
B. succumbing  
C. beating  
D. clinching  
E. surpassing  
Answer: B 
Solution: 
Option (b) is the correct choice. The most suitable word for the blank is ‘trumping’ which is a verb and is used 
here as a gerund . It means to surpass (something) by saying or doing something better. ‘Beating’ means to defeat 
in a competitive situation. ‘Clinching’ means to confirm the winning or achievement of (a match, competition, or 
victory). ‘Surpassing’means to be better than others. Hence, the only word left is option (b) ‘Succumbing’ which 
means to fail to resist pressure, temptation, or some other negative force. Therefore, „succumbing‟ doesn‟t fit 
into the blank appropriately.  
99. ___________ 
A. blemished  
B. acquired  
C. captured  
D. seized  
E. obtained  
Answer: A 
Solution: 
Option (a) is the correct choice as the word ‘blemished’ does not fit into the blank in a coherent manner. It is 
a verb which means to spoil the appearance or quality of (something).The paragraph expresses that Coca-cola has 
acquired the rights of Thums up along with few other companies. Thus, the most suitable word is „acquired‟. In this 
paragraph the word acquired is expressing the action of seizing rights by Coca-cola of Thums up . ‘Seizing’ is 
a verb which means to take hold of suddenly and forcibly . Therefore, option (a) becomes the correct answer.  
100. ___________ 
A. Revenues  
B. Earnings  
C. Profits  
D. Reparations  
E. fruits  
Answer: D 
Solution: 
All the options except option (d) fit into the blank aptly. The most feasible word is ‘revenues’ which is similar in 
meaning with „earnings‟, „profits‟ and „fruits‟. The word ‘fruits’ is used here as a metaphor which represents 
the positive result or reward of work or an activity. In this paragraph it means the increased profits earned by the 
company . ‘Reparations’means the action of making amends for a wrong one has done, by providing payment or 
other assistance to those who have been wronged. Thus, it doesn‟t fit into the blank aptly.  


